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            Abstract
Mammals rely heavily on olfaction to interact adequately with each other and with their environment1. They make use of seven-transmembrane G-protein-coupled receptors to identify odorants and pheromones. These receptors are present on dendrites of olfactory sensory neurons located in the main olfactory or vomeronasal sensory epithelia, and pertain to the odorant2, trace amine-associated receptor3 and vomeronasal type 1 (ref. 4) or 2 (refs 5–7) receptor superfamilies. Whether these four sensor classes represent the complete olfactory molecular repertoire used by mammals to make sense of the outside world is unknown. Here we report the expression of formyl peptide receptor-related genes by vomeronasal sensory neurons, in multiple mammalian species. Similar to the four known olfactory receptor gene classes, these genes encode seven-transmembrane proteins, and are characterized by monogenic transcription and a punctate expression pattern in the sensory neuroepithelium. In vitro expression of mouse formyl peptide receptor-like 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7 provides sensitivity to disease/inflammation-related ligands. Establishing an in situ approach that combines whole-mount vomeronasal preparations with dendritic calcium imaging in the intact neuroepithelium, we show neuronal responses to the same molecules, which therefore represent a new class of vomeronasal agonists. Taken together, these results suggest that formyl peptide receptor-like proteins have an olfactory function associated with the identification of pathogens, or of pathogenic states.
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                    Figure 1: 
                        FPR genes are expressed by vomeronasal sensory neurons.
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Figure 2: 
                        Exclusive expression of FPR genes in vomeronasal neurons.
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Figure 3: 
                        Recognition by FPRs of pathogen/inflammation-related compounds.
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Figure 4: 
                        Formyl-peptide-evoked Ca
                        2+
                         signals in the intact vomeronasal epithelium.
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        Editorial Summary
A new chemosensor family
To date, four types of olfactory receptors have been described in mammals — odorant receptors, trace amine-associated receptors and vomeronasal type 1 and type 2 receptor superfamilies. Rivière et al. now report the identification of a additional novel olfactory receptor family, expressed by mouse vomeronasal sensory neurons. This family is encoded by five members of the formyl peptide receptor-related gene family (FPRs), which are otherwise known to mediate immune cell response to infection Cells expressing FPRs respond to ligands associated with disease and inflammation, which are excreted in urine, raising the possibility that FPRs detect the health status of individuals.
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